Nonprofit Partners On Your Smart Manufacturing Journey

New Programs

NEW ONLINE COURSES ON SMART MANUFACTURING

GET $50 OFF EACH COURSE MESA.org/TRAININGWT

ONLINE & ON-DEMAND COURSES:
- Smart Manufacturing Justification & ROI
- The Journey to Smart Manufacturing

Courses include informative, peer-reviewed resources and toolkits.

SEARCH THE DIRECTORY FOR MES/MOM EXPERTS OR BECOME MESA-RECOGNIZED www.MESA.org/mesarecognized

CHECK OUT MESA’S SMART MANUFACTURING PORTAL TO FIND ALL THE RESOURCES FOR YOUR DIGITAL JOURNEY

SMART STORY AWARDS

ALL STORIES GET PROMOTION BUT ONLY THE TOP 3 WILL WIN! www.SmartStoryAwards.com

MANUFACTURING ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS ASSOCIATION
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JOIN THE CONVERSATION.
JOIN MESA.

Global Community
Members in over 40 countries!

Education
MESA’s Global Education Program (GEP) offers the most modern education available covering topics across MES/MOM and Smart Manufacturing. Take an online course, onsite certificate program, or host an in-house program with your company or supply chain. All GEP options are an easy way to get your team understanding the same baseline knowledge.

Online Library
Over 1000+ downloads of relevant content to help you build and implement best practices and IT strategies. Choose from peer-reviewed white papers, case studies, webcasts and more!

Peer Forums
Join a MESA Working Group to talk with peers about modern issues, and help build solutions, strategies and valuable research with MESA.

- Asset Performance Management Working Group
- Cybersecurity Working Group
- Food Safety and Traceability Working Group
- Manufacturing Analytics Working Group
- Process Industries Working Group
- Production Process Management Working Group
- Recipe Transformation Working Group
- ROI Guidebook Working Group
- Smart Manufacturing Working Group
- Smart Manufacturing Community Groups
- Wikipedia Presence Working Group
- XML Committee

Expert Networks
Ask MESA your questions online (publicly or anonymously) or choose from a list of MESA-Recognized Companies and Practitioners to contact.

Events
MESA’s Smart Manufacturing World Tour includes onsite courses, workshops and sessions. MESA also hosts online events like webcasts and our annual Smart Story Awards contest.

Don’t go it alone. Whatever questions you have about IT in manufacturing, we’re here to help.